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Elect to Receive my Light and my Holy Angels!

B

lessed Heart Flames, I, the Goddess of Purity, stream forth the Light,
piercing the darkness within your own vehicles of consciousness so that
you might have the reawakening of your own sensitivities to the Light of God!
For when there is the dulling and the lack of the Charge of the Light
scintillating every nuance of your life into an upward sweep, you, blessed
hearts, gravitate to the human thought and feeling that so abounds in the
mass consciousness, forgetting the Purity of your Natal Birth, forsaking the
disciplines that you have been taught, even in this incarnation, and giving
way to those areas of mortal life that take you far afield from the Vibration of
the Christ Consciousness that you were intended to live within. This Christ
Consciousness establishes a chalice and a vehicle with which to receive all that
springs forth from the glorious Fountain of Light of the Entire Spirit of the
Brotherhood of Light, all that one might receive as Divine Direction, Wisdom,
Truth, Cosmic Law, and to be able to externalize those Teachings into a way
of life that holds true to their inception.
That, blessed ones, is the Desire of your God Presence for your lifestream.
You were not intended to wander aimlessly in the outer wilderness, not knowing
what to expect of life, not having within your grasp Divine Direction, God
Vision, and the Rod of Power of your own God Presence to see your way
through all of the turmoils, all of the trials and tribulations, all of the cycles
that you will come up against and either discern whether to engage in and
accelerate or to shun and let those unrealities go into the Flame of God!
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You are faced constantly with decisions to make. Even here and now,
you must elect to receive my Light and that of the Holy Angels of Purity that
come to minister to the Flame upon the Altar of your Heart. You must elect to
put down the barriers of your human consciousness and be willing to receive
all of the possibilities that God has in store for you! All the while, you have the
governing of Wisdom according to Illumination’s Flame that burns brightly
upon the Altar of your Heart with which to discern the true source of those
voices from within.
Are those promptings indeed the Voice of God, your own Mighty I AM
Presence, streaming forth God Consciousness into your outer vehicles to take
dominion and to allow for the flourishing of God, the building of a Citadel of
Light so that there can be the expansion of God, beginning with the Flame
upon the Altar of your Heart and expanding out across the Earth?
Do you have the keen awareness that comes only in the Vibration of
the Holy Christ Presence to know what is Truth and what is not, what is good
and what is evil, what is to be and what should go into the Flame of God and
be no more?
These decisions you make, moment by moment, determine the pattern
of life that you live. Will it be one that is filled with Joy, Beauty, the Abundance
of God Light? Will it be one where you know without a shadow of turning
that the Presence of God is upon you? Or is there still remaining within you
a sense of duality, of separation from God, of a lack of connective, cohesive
grasping of the Flame of God that is your Divine Self?
When duality exists and you are faced with the circumstances of your
returning karma or initiations that you must pass, is it any wonder that there
are times of fright, even dread, to engage in life? But, blessed ones, that was
not the Divine Intent for the Sons and Daughters of God! For you have always
been given the Flame of God with which to command Life, to take hold of
Life and make it into the high vibration and pure creation that the Presence
of God may abide within!
You have the capability within your own Heart Flame to exercise the
Truth of Cosmic Law, to be that Generator to create your very life. For, blessed
ones, all your returning karma, all your affairs, all your responsibilities are due
to the actions, the thoughts, the very vibrations that you have sown into your
many incarnations!
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Is it not time to say:
“Thus far and no further! I desire only the Vibration of my God
Presence to be where I AM moving forward into life as that pure
Vibration of God that will not only chart my consciousness in Purity
but deal with my returning karma, with those responsibilities of life
that I have embraced, and those areas of my consciousness that still
require the leavening of the Light of God to bring them into the full
understanding and full Illumination of the Presence of God.”
You, blessed ones, are indeed the commander of your ship of state — a
state of being that you are always establishing! If you desire within your very
own Heart Flame to change your life and you invoke a greater Momentum of
the Presence of the Mighty I AM into your day-to-day life to co-create with
you so that your incarnate Heart Flame might unfurl greater opportunity and
change that brings about the Divine Path that you were intended to live, then,
blessed ones, that constructive change will occur! For there is no thing that
the Presence of God cannot right, transmute, change, or alter in any way!
Your present lifetime is only one incarnation of the many incarnations
that you have lived. Think upon the many arenas of past lives that your God
Presence has thrust your own Heart Flame into in order to teach you, instruct
you, to drive home and unfold into your outer consciousness more of the Presence
of God, the Mind of God. Then you are prepared to take hold and become more
of the Divine Patterns that you magnetize, that you might have the greatest
opportunities and limitless possibilities presented to you with which to climb
the ladder of Attainment and gain the Mastery that you require so that you
might be the Fullness of all that your Presence desires. And though you may
not ever know in your outer consciousness all your God Presence desires to
achieve through you, it matters not. For each detail, each increment of the
desiring of the Heart of your Mighty I AM Presence, sown into the fabric of
your Threefold Flame to unfurl into life, is a part of that grand and glorious
Divine Plan!
O there are so many practices, many arenas of service, many professions,
many associations, many loves, many desires that that Heart Flame will bring
into perfect rapport to enrich the fabric of one’s core being, thus staying the
course of your many incarnations and becoming the ever-expanding Momentum
of Purity in God. That Momentum, blessed ones, in time carries you straightway
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into the Ascension Flame! For your Heart Flame has continued to yearn for
that glorious Perfection in God that is ultimately realized in the Ascension
in the Light! Till that day, there will always be a hunger for the Light! There
will always be a desiring of the Heart Flame to strive! To come closer and
closer to that Mighty I AM Presence! To have association with the attending
Angels that come to nourish that Flame and love that Flame that is abiding
upon the Altar of your Heart! They desire to align themselves round about
that Unfed Flame when you are in Harmony and Peace so that they might
come close, and closer still, to the Flame of God!
So you see, blessed ones, when I, the Goddess of Purity, wield my
Sword, the Diamond-shining piercing action of this Sword allows for the
ultimate creativity to come forth into your life when you hold fast to the
Purity that is the Flame of God upon the Altar of your Heart. You begin
to realize all of the Emerald Ray complements of Purity that are healing,
magnifying God, multiplying the very Essence of the Flame upon the Altar
of your Heart. All this made possible because you have held fast to Purity’s
Ray! You have allowed for the White-Fire Core of the Mother Light within
you to blaze brighter and brighter so that you might be in the Fullness of
the Glory of God, proclaiming the Holy, the Sacred, and the oh, so Pure
streaming Consciousness of the Mighty I AM Presence, that holds you fixed
upon your own Divine Plan, as the Ray of God Consciousness knits together
each of your vehicles of consciousness into the One Flame upon the Altar of
your Heart.
Then you realize, all of life is for you a garden — a Paradise of glorious
perfumed atmosphere, of Beauty, of the soft textures in all the dimensions
of Life — that allow you to move through your initiations and cycles with
the greatest appreciation of all that God has prepared for you!
Oh, there are those times when your present life experience may seem
to be more trial and initiation than the engagement of the opportunity of
Joy and Beauty! But think for a moment. Is that not part of the perception
of your outer mind? Is there not an overlay of your own past experiences, of
the human creation that yet revolves the experience and vibration of others,
distorting the very pure experience that you should be having during each
initiation so that you no longer see them as negative initiations or trials, but
as celebrations of opportunity that you run to greet? For every event of your
life presents another glorious opportunity to learn, to draw forth the Light
of your God Presence, to tap into your own Causal Body Momentum, to
allow for the Light of God in its purest White Fire to consume all unreality
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that may yet be surrounding that initiation so that your consciousness, your
vision, is immediately magnetized to that pure Teaching of the Truth of
Cosmic Law that you are to embrace as a result of your engagement.
When you can move through your life in this spirit of overcoming,
you appreciate the necessity for the Holy Bands of Purity’s Angels. For they
come to stand in your aura to hold the balance for the untransmuted human
creation that might try to swallow you up and encroach upon your own
experience in God, your unfoldment and expansion of the Threefold Flame
of the very Presence of God upon the Altar of your Heart, so that you might
galvanize all the Light and God Consciousness that you require to meet the
need of the hour.
And as you have come to appreciate Necessity’s Ray, you know that
for the Fullness of the Light of God to establish sufficient Momentum, there
cannot be any human element of fear, doubt, or human questioning! You
must grasp hold of the Light of your God Presence! You must allow for the
transfer of the Power of God into vehicles of consciousness already prepared,
ready to receive that transfer of Light so that you are victorious!
There can be no question within your mind of how or if you are to gain
your Victory in the Ascension in the Light. For you understand that with
the Presence of God all things are possible! With the Fullness of Purity as a
Way of Life, you can receive within your chalice all that is required for every
teaching, initiation, opportunity that you must go through, not because of
your returning karma, for you have learned how to transmute that karma by
the Violet Flame. It is because, blessed ones, your God Presence sees a willing
participant in the co-creation of the Light of God, that you have prepared
your vehicles of consciousness, you have readied yourself for the transfer of
the Light of Wisdom, of Power, of God Love so that all that is magnetized
to you is opportunity to embrace more of the Presence of God!
That is what I, the Goddess of Purity, desire for you — that you
might realize and fully engage in the glorious Presence of your Mighty I AM,
allowing for the transfer into your outer vehicles all that you require to meet
each new day and be God Victorious.
In preparation for the coming Conclave of Light, where the Radiance
of Light that is to stream forth will dissolve away more and more of the
untransmuted karma and human creation that still remains, know that this
very Altar has been prepared for such Purity and Light to be released that
all will be stirred across the Earth into a new Vibration and Presence of God
not realized before!
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As you prepare to come into this forcefield in consciousness or in your
outer physical body, recognize that the momentums of your day-to-day life must
go into the Flame so that what remains is shining forth as a glorious Light of
Purity so that when, by the Hand of God, the Holy Angels, the Ascended and
Cosmic Beings stream forth from the Milky Way Overture the Radiance that
you are to receive, their Light will not merely wash over you, cleansing only a
surface element, but will penetrate through and through and remain with you
all your days!
That sustained action, blessed ones, is the Desire of your God Presence!
For the acceleration of the few is to assist the many! And I, the Goddess of
Purity, stand with the Goddess of Light to continue this action so that all
might realize the Fullness of the Divine Plan of their Mighty I AM Presence
and the Entire Spirit of the Brotherhood of Light for the Many Sons and Many
Daughters of God upon the Earth that are ready to receive the Golden Helicon
of God’s Light!
Prepare for our coming! Understand each day is intended to be a new
opportunity to realize your Mighty I AM Presence where you are so that you
shall achieve greater Service in the Light!

The Goddess of Purity
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